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Message from the President/CEO

EXPANDING Our Commitment to the Community
Columbus Community Hospital’s (CCH) commitment to the community extends
beyond the Hospital’s services and various clinics. It not only extends to the
650+ employees who work in the 40 departments at CCH, but to their families as well.
The Hospital conducted an employee satisfaction survey in 2012, and found employees’
top concern focused on the lack of child care options in the community. Because of this
overwhelming need, a business case was developed confirming we could build our own
facility and provide this additional benefit to our employees. After a year of discussion on
the proposed child care center and the various operating methods, the Board of Directors
saw the vision in this progressive idea.
Plans are currently underway for the estimated 13,000-square-foot, state-licensed
child care facility that will hold approximately 105 children, ranging in age from
6 weeks to school-age. Groundbreaking on the project is expected to take place during
the fall of 2016, with completion estimated to be in the fall of 2017. Once open, the
facility will have extended hours to accommodate the work schedules of our health care
professionals and staff who work longer day shifts. Additionally, we are excited about
the potential of adding up to 20 employment opportunities in the community.
With the facility owned and operated by CCH, we look forward to establishing a model
for child care that other large companies in the community may be able to duplicate.
The new child care center will also benefit the rest of the community by making
available those spots that children of CCH employees were occupying. We will also be
looking at a partnership with Central Community College’s Early Childhood Education
program so their students will have additional opportunities for practical teaching
experience.
The value of this child care project is two-fold: First, by listening to our employees’
concerns and adding the child care benefit, we have demonstrated they are a valued part
of our organization. Second, we hope to help reduce the vast need for additional child
care openings around the community. The option of offering child care will also be a
benefit as we continue to recruit new health care providers for our community. Because
the child care facility will be a drop-in/drop-off service located adjacent to the Hospital,
employees will have the opportunity to take their children to a facility that is close to
their employment and receive quality daycare services with extended hours, without
the need to sign a contract.
We look forward to opening the new child care center and providing this additional
benefit to our employees. In the Hospital’s ongoing commitment as an employer and
community partner in providing a better life for families, we are confident the new
facility will help alleviate the child care shortage in Columbus.

Michael Hansen, FACHE
President/Chief Executive Officer
Columbus Community Hospital

Michael Hansen, FACHE
President/Chief Executive Officer
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Diagnostic Radiologist Anthony
Krueger Combines Patient Care
and Innovation
Anthony Krueger, M.D., diagnostic
radiologist with Columbus Community
Hospital, enjoys helping a wide range
of patients get through their injuries or
illnesses and back to better health. When
asked about his choice of specialty,
Dr. Krueger says, “Radiology is such a big
field. It offers the benefit of helping many
types of patients and having a big impact.”

DISCOVERING A SPECIALTY
Growing up, Dr. Krueger spent time
with his mother, Jeanne, at the health
clinic where she was a nurse practitioner.
Watching his mother help patients
compelled him to job shadow doctors
while in high school. Eventually, his
interest brought him to medical school
at the University of Nebraska in Omaha
where he started out like most medical
students, unsure about a specialty. “I knew
I wanted to be a doctor, but I didn’t know
what kind until I was in medical school
and found radiology through rotations.”
It was an instant match.

THE DOCTOR’S CONSULTANT
Dr. Krueger mentions that as a diagnostic
radiologist his work presents information
that doctors can’t find with other
exams. “We’re kind of their consultants.
Radiologists help doctors figure out what’s
going on with their patients.”
Diagnostic radiology uses advanced
imaging techniques such as X-ray, CT,
MRI and ultrasound, among others, to
help pinpoint the source of a patient’s
health issue. One of Dr. Krueger’s

specialties is breast imaging, and
he explained how advances like 3-D
mammography have made the diagnosis
process even more effective. “Within the
first few weeks of using 3-D scanning, we
were able to make several diagnoses and
get patients the proper care that could have
taken a couple years without that highlevel technology,” he says. He attributes
these advances to Columbus Community
Hospital’s general openness to innovation.
Dr. Krueger is also quick to praise his
colleagues’ desire to improve the quality
of care. “I love the medical community
here. The doctors are all very receptive
and friendly. The nurses, techs and
administrators are all eager to help. They
want to make things more streamlined and
better for the patients.”

GETTING COMFORTABLE
Dr. Krueger began working with
Columbus Community Hospital in
April 2015 while finishing his residency
and then moved up to work full time in
August. He says he and his wife, Jennie,
are enjoying the change of pace from
Omaha. They’re grateful to have Jennie’s
parents nearby so they can get together as
a family or go hunting on their farmland.
He and Jennie appreciate everything
Columbus has to offer a family with three
young children, too. “There are quite a few
things to do with the kids like visit water
parks, go to the library and walk or bike
on the trails.”

Anthony Krueger, M.D.

Radiology is
such a big field. It
offers the benefit
of seeing many
types of patients
and having a big
impact.
– DR. ANTHONY KRUEGER
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Hospital Foundation Golf Outing RAISED
FUNDS for Wide-Bore MRI system
The 14th annual “Holing out for Health” golf tournament took
place on Friday, June 3 at the Elks Country Club. The tournament
hosted 140 golfers and raised approximately $95,000, all of which
will go toward helping the Hospital purchase a new
wide-bore MRI system.
Thank you to all of our sponsors, golfers, volunteers and to
the golf committee, which included Dr. Ron Ernst, Marty Nore,
Whitey Walgren, Marilyn Murray, Rita Samuelson and Carol Keller.
Title Sponsor: TSP Architecture, Engineering, Planning
Executive Sponsors: Heartland Builders, Pinnacle Bank &
Pinnacle Trust
Event Sponsors: ARL Credit, BD Medical, Brookestone Acres –
Vetter, Eakes Office Solutions, First National Bank & Trust Co.,
Midwest Medical Transport Co., Pillen Family Farms, Shelby
Lumber Co, Inc., Tasty Toppings – Dorothy Lynch

PROVIDING BETTER PATIENT EXPERIENCES, PREMIUM IMAGE
QUALITY AND REDUCED EXAM TIMES
A new wide-bore MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) system
will allow Columbus Community Hospital to offer patients the
comfort of an open-bore system, as well as the high-quality
imaging of a closed-bore system. This new technology will
provide a better patient experience, premium image quality and
reduced exam times.
With a larger opening, the wide-bore system will enable us to
provide a comfortable environment for patients who may have
been unable to tolerate these scans in the past, due to the patient’s
size or feelings of claustrophobia. Also, the new sytem’s increased
speed will help patients who are in pain and unable to remain
motionless for the necessary length of time.

The new scanner will be 80% quieter
than our current scanner.

SAVE THE DATE
Next year’s golf outing will be held Friday,
June 2 at the Elks Country Club.

We need your help to purchase this invaluable upgrade for our
Hospital. Please consider making a donation to the Foundation.
Any donation, large or small, is helpful and will make a big
difference. Thank you from the Foundation Board and staff.
To donate, or for information on the Wide-Bore MRI project or
2017 golf outing sponsorships, please contact Carol Keller or
Rita Samuelson at foundation@columbushosp.org or 402-562-3377.

For information on how your gift, large or small, can
strengthen your Columbus Community Hospital, please
contact the:
Columbus Community Hospital Foundation
4600 38th St.
P.O. Box 1800
Columbus, NE 68602-1800

402-562-3377
foundation@columbushosp.org
www.columbushosp.org
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Columbus Community Hospital
Receives PATIENT SAFETY
EXCELLENCE AWARD from
Healthgrades
Columbus Community Hospital
(CCH) has been named as one of 466
hospitals across the nation to receive the
Healthgrades Patient Safety Excellence
Award™ for 2016. CCH ranked in
the top 10 percent of all hospitals
evaluated for its excellent performance
in safeguarding patients from serious,
potentially preventable complications and
is one of only six hospitals in Nebraska to
receive the recognition. Other Nebraska
recipients are CHI Health Nebraska Heart
in Lincoln, Midwest Surgical Hospital,
Nebraska Orthopaedic Hospital and
Nebraska Spine Hospital in Omaha, and
York General Hospital in York.
Patient safety recipients are always
equally or more likely than non-recipient
hospitals to have superior outcomes in
specialty areas. For example, Patient Safety

Excellence Award recipients are over five
times more likely to receive Specialty
Excellence Awards for spinal surgery,
orthopedics or pulmonary care and are
top performers in patient experience,
continuously monitoring trends in what
patients find important in their overall
assessment of a hospital stay.
“We understand what matters most to
patients is the quality and safety of the care
they receive. That is why we have made
it our highest priority to improve positive
patient outcomes through evidencebased care processes,” says Mike Hansen,
Hospital President and CEO. “Columbus
Community Hospital is proud to be
recognized by Healthgrades through their
Patient Safety Excellence Award. This award
recognizes the knowledge, teamwork and
dedication of our entire Hospital staff.”

CCH Earns “A” Grade for Patient Safety
from Leapfrog Group
Columbus Community Hospital (CCH) has again
been recognized for its commitment to patient
safety with an “A” grade in The Leapfrog Group’s
Spring 2016 Hospital Safety Score, which rates
how well hospitals protect patients from preventable
medical errors, accidents, injuries and infections. CCH
was one of 798 hospitals to receive an “A,” ranking it
among the safest hospitals in the United States.

Developed under the guidance of Leapfrog’s Blue
Ribbon Expert Panel, the Hospital Safety Score uses
30 measures of publically available hospital safety
data to assign A, B, C, D and F grades to more than
2,500 U.S. hospitals twice per year. It is calculated
by top patient safety experts, peer-reviewed, fully
transparent and free to the public. For the first time,
the Hospital Safety Score includes five measures of
patient-reported experience with the hospital as well
as some of the most common infections.
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MANAGING DIABETES: The
Importance of Diet and Exercise
Eating a well-balanced diet and exercising
regularly are very important in helping to
manage type 2 diabetes. Both play a key
role in controlling blood glucose levels so
you feel better.

DIET
Carbohydrate
counting is a mealplanning technique
you can use to
help control blood
glucose levels. Foods with carbohydrates
include:
Breads, crackers and cereals
Pasta, rice and grains
Starchy vegetables, such as potatoes,
corn and peas
Beans and legumes
Milk, soy milk and yogurt
Fruits and fruit juices
Sweets, such as cakes, cookies,
ice cream, jam and jelly
With carbohydrate counting, 15 grams
of carbohydrate is equivalent to one
carbohydrate choice. Check the Nutrition
Facts label on foods, which will show the
total grams of carbohydrates per serving
and the serving size. When looking at the
Nutrition Facts label, the grams of total
carbohydrate divided by 15 will equal the
number of carbohydrate choices in one
serving. Some examples of 1 carbohydrate
choice or 15 grams of carbohydrate
include:
1 slice of bread
1 tortilla (6-inch size)
¼ of a large bagel
½ of a hamburger or hot dog bun
¾ cup of unsweetened cereal
½ cup of beans, peas, corn, sweet
potatoes, winter squash, or mashed or
boiled potatoes

3 cups of air-popped popcorn
¼ of large baked potato
1 cup fat-free or 1% milk
1 tablespoon of syrup jam, jelly, sugar
or honey
½ cup of ice cream or frozen yogurt
1 small fresh fruit
½ cup of unsweetened fruit juice
2-inch square cake (unfrosted)
To help control blood glucose levels, try
to consume three to five carbohydrate
choices per meal with one to two carb
choices per snack. In a healthy diet,
most carbohydrates come from at least
six servings of fruits and non-starchy
vegetables, at least six servings of grains,
beans, and starchy vegetables, with at least
three of those servings coming from whole
grains and at least two servings of dairy.

EXERCISE
Exercise is also
important in
managing diabetes.
Exercise helps your
body use insulin
more efficiently. It can help maintain and
build strong bones, relieve stress, improve
blood circulation and reduce your risk for
heart disease. The 2008 Physical Activity
Guidelines for Americans recommends
incorporating 150 minutes of moderateintensity or 75 minutes of vigorousintensity exercise into your week.
Moderate intensity means that you are
working hard enough that you can talk,
but not sing. Finding the time to exercise is
usually a hurdle most face when getting on
track with incorporating physical activity
into their routine. Taking a brisk 10-minute
walk after each meal can help you reach
the goal of 30 minutes a day, which if done
5 days a week, will help you meet the
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recommended 150 minutes of moderateintensity exercise for the week. You can
benefit from many different forms of
physical activity besides walking, such as:
Bicycling or stationary cycling indoors
Dancing
Swimming or water aerobics
Playing tennis
Stair climbing
Jogging or running
Ice or roller skating
Moderate to heavy gardening

CCH provides
individual
and group
diabetes
education.

Diabetes Class Calendar
COMPREHENSIVE DIABETES CLASSES
These classes for those newly diagnosed with diabetes or who have never had
diabetes education. A physician order is required, and your insurance will be
billed. Medicare covers 10 hours of education the first year. Scholarships are
available. Pre-registration is required (402-562-4462). If you attend all three
classes, you may attend a cooking class at no cost or a free personal grocery
store tour.
Oct. 26..................................................................................1-3:30 p.m.
Oct. 19, 20 & Nov. 9.............................................................6-8:30 p.m.
Nov. 2, 3 & 23.....................................................................9-11:30 a.m.
Nov. 16, 17 & Dec. 7.............................................................1-3:30 p.m.
Nov. 30, Dec. 1 & 21.............................................................6-8:30 p.m.
Dec. 14, 15 & Jan. 4.............................................................9-11:30 a.m.

ADVANCED CARB COUNTING CLASS
This class is for those who have had the comprehensive classes or for those
who are starting on multiple daily insulin injections or an insulin pump. The
class is also billed to your insurance and is eligible for the two-hour yearly
Medicare benefit. Pre-registration is required (402-562-4462).
Nov. 10....................................................................................9-11 a.m.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
When you’re diagnosed with diabetes,
controlling blood sugar is crucial to
preventing long-term complications
such as heart disease, kidney disease,
eye problems, poor circulation and
neuropathy. Learning about the disease
and your treatment options and making
lifestyle changes, are essential for longterm blood glucose control. Columbus
Community Hospital offers an American
Diabetes Association - recognized
program that provides individual and
group diabetes education for newly
diagnosed patients, as well as those with
known diabetes (see Diabetes Class
Calendar at the right).

For questions or to register for any of
these CCH diabetes classes, please call
Joan Plummer, Diabetes Educator, at
402-562-4462.

Dec. 8........................................................................................1-3 p.m.

GROUP REFRESHER DIABETES CLASS
This class is for those who have had previous comprehensive education at
least a year ago. The class is also billed to your insurance and is eligible for
the two-hour yearly Medicare benefit. Individual refresher classes are also
available. Pre-registration is required (402-562-4462).
Nov. 9...................................................................................1-3:30 p.m.

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CLASSES
Free classes offered quarterly for those with risk factors for diabetes, high
blood pressure or heart disease that will teach ways how to lead a healthier
life. Pre-registration is required (402-562-4462).
Oct. 25..................................................................................6-8:30 p.m.

COOKING CLASSES AT THE NEW COLUMBUS WELLNESS CENTER
Join us from 5:30-7 p.m. We will discuss information and tips for a healthier
diet, and also cook meals as determined by CCH Registered Dietitians. Cost
is $15 per class. To register, call 402-562-4462.
Oct. 18............................................................................“Flavors of Fall”
Nov. 22.......................................................... “Healthy Soups and Stews”
Dec. 13.............................................................“Healthy Holiday Eating”
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FINDING WELLNESS in a Therapy Garden
Gardening can be a healthy and therapeutic experience for
everyone. And while therapeutic gardening is not a new idea, this
fall season is an opportune time to enjoy the fruits of this labor
through canning and tending to your outdoor space in a manner
that is healthy for your joints.
According to the ADVANCE Healthcare Network for OT
Practitioners, the art of planting, nurturing and harvesting is
purposeful and rewarding. Individuals of all ages, as well as those
living with disabilities, may experience improvements in function
and quality of life through therapeutic gardening.

LEARNING AND IMPROVING SKILLS
Both gardening and canning can offer the opportunity of
regaining past skills or learning new skills. Both increase
attention and concentration to a purposeful task, giving people
the opportunity to make decisions and follow best-practice
instructions from others. They also provide an opportunity to
socialize with others by working toward common goals in a
community environment.
The outdoors offer positive experiences that are both enjoyable
and functional. Even so, outdoor spaces can present challenging
terrains and obstacles such as inclines, declines or uneven
surfaces. Novice and well-seasoned gardeners should note that
adaptive gardening tools are available to help you work with less
stress on your body.
Consider these tips to enhance your experience with gardening,
and protect yourself from joint pain or injury:
Use large-gripped garden tools to ease hand arthritis and pain;
or add foam to the handles of your own tools.
Choose hand-held shovels, spades, rakes, trowels, garden forks
and weeding tools with comfort-grip handles designed to keep
your wrist in a neutral position.
Use soft, supportive but flexible gloves to protect your skin and
joints when handling tools, dirt and plants.
Wear thumb, hand or wrist splints to support the joints of your
wrists and hands when gardening or canning.
Opt for garden tools with long-reach handles to avoid
back strain.
Use raised garden beds, container gardens or hanging baskets
below shoulder height to avoid bending down or kneeling.
Use a mobile garden cart to carry tools and small amounts of
dirt to avoid strain from carrying and lifting.
Sit on a mobile stool or bench instead of kneeling on the ground.
Use soaker hoses that can remain set near your plants to
avoid hauling and hanging heavy hoses. Some hoses also have
adapted large-grip connectors to ease use on your hands.

Choose specialized jar and can openers that are designed for
arthritic hands.
Freeze your vegetables and fruits in plastic freezer bags or
containers to avoid the strain of lifting heavy jars after boiling
in your canner.

NEW THERAPY GARDEN AT COLUMBUS WELLNESS CENTER
The Therapy Garden at Rehabilitative Services at the Columbus
Wellness Center was dedicated in a ceremony held Aug. 2. The
garden, with close to 2,500 square feet of pleasant outdoor space
on the southeast corner of the Columbus Wellness Center, was
designed to meet the physical, psychological and social needs of
the people using the garden. Both ground-level and raised-bed
gardening spaces are featured. Multi-level gardens help patients
regain the skills they need to safely navigate through real outdoor
experiences as they return to their active lifestyle at home and in
our community, with or without assistive devices.
Our Therapy Garden truly helps us fulfill the Mission and Vision
of CCH “to improve the health of the communities we serve” and
“compassionately deliver the state’s highest quality patient care.”
For more information about Physical, Occupational or Speech
Therapy services, Arthritis Care Services, Hand Therapy or other
enhancements, please call 402-562-3333.
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CCH Earns Blue Distinction®
Center Designation for Quality
in Knee and Hip Replacement
Surgeries
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska
has selected Columbus Community
Hospital (CCH) as a Blue Distinction
Center for Knee and Hip Replacement,
part of the Blue Distinction Specialty Care
program. Blue Distinction Centers are
nationally designated health care facilities
shown to deliver improved patient safety
and better health outcomes, based on
objective measures developed by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield companies with
input from the medical community.
Knee and hip replacement procedures
are among the fastest growing medical
treatments in the U.S., according to
studies published in the June 2014
Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery and by
the American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons.
Hospitals designated as Blue Distinction
Centers for Knee and Hip Replacement
demonstrate expertise in total knee
and total hip replacement surgeries,
resulting in fewer patient complications
and hospital readmissions. Designated
hospitals must also maintain national
accreditation.
CCH is proud to be recognized by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield for meeting the
robust selection criteria for knee and hip
replacements set by the Blue Distinction
Specialty Care program.

EXCEPTIONAL PATIENT CARE
“Providing the highest quality care to
our patients is center to the Hospital’s
mission.” states Mike Hansen, President
and CEO. “The Blue Distinction program
recognizes hospitals that provide
exceptional patient care, and we are
very pleased that Columbus Community
Hospital has been designated as a
Blue Distinction Center for Hip and
Knee Replacement.”
Since 2006, the Blue Distinction
Specialty Care program has helped
patients find quality specialty care
providers for bariatric surgery, cardiac
care, complex and rare cancers, knee and
hip replacements, maternity care, spine
surgery and transplants, while encouraging
health care professionals to improve the
care they deliver.
“Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska
commends Columbus Community
Hospital for being designated a Blue
Distinction Center for Knee and Hip
Replacement,” says Deb Esser, M.D.,
Quality Medical Director. “We’re glad to
offer our members high-quality knee and
hip replacement at this facility, and this
recognition affirms their ability to deliver
that care.”

For more information about the program and to see a complete listing of
designated facilities, please visit www.bcbs.com/bluedistinction.
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EDUCATION AND SUPPORT GROUP SESSIONS
EDUCATION AND SUPPORT GROUP SESSIONS ARE FREE, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

Baby Care

Diabetes Education

BABY CARE CLASS

COMPREHENSIVE DIABETES CLASSES

These classes include basic instructions
for going home with a newborn. Classes
are held on the 2nd Tuesday of each
month at 7 p.m.

These classes help educate people
with diabetes about the skills they need
to lead a healthy life. Comprehensive
classes are 2½ hours in length. Each
series has three classes that will total
7½ hours of education. The classes are
available year-round with new classes
beginning every two weeks. Instructors
for the course include Certified Diabetes
Educators, Registered Nurses and
Registered Dietitians.

 or more information, call 402-562-3266.
F

BREAST-FEEDING CLASS
The more you can learn about breastfeeding before you deliver your baby, the
more prepared and confident you will feel.
Classes are held on the 3rd Tuesday of
each month at 7 p.m. Stop at 2nd floor
Maternal Child Health Department to
check the location of the class.
For more information, call 402-562-3266.

BREAST-FEEDING SUPPORT SESSIONS
Support group for new mothers who have
chosen to breast-feed their newborns. The
nurses will weigh your baby before and
after breast-feeding, help you with latching
on and address ways to handle breastfeeding when you go back to work.
F
 or more information, call 402-562-3266.
By appointment only.

BABY SIGNS® SIGN LANGUAGE CLASS
Babies and toddlers often use signs as a
natural part of communication. This program
will teach babies/toddlers the signs they
can use most easily to express their needs,
thoughts and feelings until they have words.
Classes are scheduled on an ongoing basis.
A small fee will be charged for the class to
help defray the cost of materials.
F
 or more information, contact Delanie
Hudnall at Wiggles and Giggles Therapy
for Kids at 402-562-3341.

 or more information or to pre-register,
F
please call 402-562-4462.

CONTROL DIABETES FOR LIFE
The Hospital’s Control Diabetes for Life
sessions are held in conjunction with the
UNL Extension office. This series of four
workshops will help you stay current on
the issues associated with management
of diabetes.
 or more information, contact the Diabetes
F
Education Department at 402-562-4462.

DIABETES ACTIVITY GROUP
This group encourages activity and weight
loss. Attendees will work with a walking
tape for 30 minutes and then take a few
minutes to discuss a recipe, food labels
and other diabetes concerns. Weigh-in
and review of your food records will
also be available. Meetings are held
every Thursday at 7:30 a.m. in the
Prairie Room of the Hospital.
 or more information,
F
contact Joan Plummer, R.D.
at 402-562-4462.

ADVANCED CARBOHYDRATE COUNTING CLASS
This 2-hour class is for people with
diabetes and will give more intensive
instruction on carbohydrate counting.
It will include carbohydrate choices vs.
grams, practice with sample menus, fat,
calories, eating out and calculating
carbohydrates in recipes.
 or more information or to pre-register,
F
please call 402-562-4462.

Fitness & Nutrition
SHAPEDOWN®
Shapedown is a 10-week program providing
education applied to the needs of children,
adolescents and their families. The class
meets for 2 hours each week and is taught
by Joan Plummer, Registered Dietitian.
The program will cover:
Healthy eating
Exercise
Behavior modification
Self-esteem
Stress management
Communication
T
 o learn more or to register for the
program, call 402-562-4462.
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Support Groups
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY’S LOOK
GOOD ... FEEL BETTER® PROGRAM
This program teaches beauty techniques to
female cancer patients in active treatment.
The participants are provided with a free
cosmetic kit, donated by the cosmetic
industry. With the help of trained cosmetologists, the women are taught how
to cope with skin changes and hair loss.
Meetings are held the 2nd Wednesday of
the month at 1 p.m. Pre-registration
is required.
 or more information, or if interested
F
in registering for a session, contact
Shirley Spence at 402-564-2900 or
402-564-0160 or register online at
www.columbushosp.org.

A TIME TO HEAL
This 12-week holistic rehabilitation program
is designed to help people regain their
physical, emotional and spiritual health
after cancer treatment. Like someone
undergoing cardiac rehab after a heart
attack, a person deserves help in
recovering from cancer, too.
 all Heidi Smith at 402-562-4618 for
C
more information or to participate in
the program.

COPD SUPPORT GROUP
Networking opportunities and support for
all persons affected by COPD (chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease). Featured
speakers will present information on current treatment options, trends and issues
related to COPD. Meetings are held the
2nd Wednesday in February, April, June,
August and October at 3 p.m.
 or more information, contact
F
Cardiopulmonary Rehab at 402-562-3344.

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP
Participants share common problems,
receive benefits from helping others, help
individuals develop new social support
systems and develop or redevelop coping
skills. A group support format during the
grieving process also allows for the exploration of behaviors and feelings related to the

loss of a loved one. Meetings are held on
the 2nd Tuesday of the month at 6:30 p.m.
 or more information, contact Group
F
Facilitator Lisa Weber at 402-562-2522.

COLUMBUS CANCER CARE
This group is sponsored in partnership with
Joan Keit, M.D., Columbus Cancer Care and
Theresa Hilton, LMHP, Columbus Community
Hospital. It is a cancer education and
support program for people who are
personally facing cancer or as a friend or
family caregiver. Meetings are held the 1st
Tuesday of the month at 4 p.m.
 or more information, call 402-562-8666
F
or 402-562-4499.

MENOPAUSE SUPPORT GROUP
The Menopause Support Group’s goal is to
help improve the quality of life for women
who are entering or following menopause.
Kim Harm, PhD, APRN, will facilitate the
group discussions, which are designed to
provide support and increase understanding
of the various aspects of menopause,
such as emotions, hot flashes, hormone
management and more. The group meets
on the 2nd Thursday of each month at
the Columbus Wellness Center at
3912 38th Street from 6 to 8 p.m.

 or more information, call Kim Harm at
F
402-562-4428.

PARKINSON’S EXERCISE GROUP
These sessions are a medical wellness
program where people affected by
Parkinson’s disease (PD) are able to
improve their quality of life by increasing
their independence and enhancing their
function. This unique exercise program is
designed for anyone with a diagnosis of
Parkinson’s disease (new or previously),
a former LSVT-BIG or PWR! Patient with
Rehabilitative Services, or someone who has
been screened by one of our Parkinson’s PTs
or OTs. The program is guided by certified
clinicians Haley Bidroski and Matt Wesch.
Classes meet on Tuesdays from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
at the Columbus Wellness Center,
3912 38th Street. Limited to 8 participants.

 o learn more or to register for the
T
program, contact Rehabilitative
Services at 402-562-3333.

PARKINSON’S SUPPORT GROUP
Networking opportunities for those
affected with the disease and their families.
 or more information, contact
F
Michell Ruskamp or Haley
Bidroski at 402-562-3333.

LOUD CROWD EXERCISE GROUP
The LOUD Crowd is a weekly maintenance
voice exercise group provided for people
with Parkinson’s disease or Parkinsonism,
who have either participated in SPEAK
OUT!® or LSVT LOUD® voice therapy.
The group is led by a licensed and certified speech language pathologist. It is
designed around a set of exercises that
allow individuals to carry over the skills
they learned in voice therapy so they are
able to keep their voices strong long after
therapy has ended. The voice exercise
meetings are held every Friday at 1:30 p.m.
at the Columbus Wellness Center,
3912 38th Street.
 or more information, contact Michell
F
Ruskamp, M.S., CCC-SLP, at
402-562-3333.

TBI/STROKE SUPPORT GROUP
This group is designed for TBI/stroke
survivors and caregivers. Our goal is to
provide education regarding traumatic
brain injury and stroke, promote wellness,
provide opportunities for group members
to use skills that have been or are being
taught, and of course to provide support
for each other. Meetings are held on
the 4th Wednesday in January, March, May,
September and November from noon-1 p.m.,
at the Columbus Wellness Center,
3912 38th Street.
 or more information, contact
F
Morgan Kapels or Meghan Jantzi at
402-562-3333.

Learn a variety of health tips or more about
specific conditions by visiting our Online
Health Library at www.columbushosp.org.
Select “Health Library” under “Our Services.”

This publication does not constitute professional medical
advice. Although it is intended to be accurate, neither the
publisher nor any other party assumes liability for loss or
damage due to reliance on this material. No endorsement
is implied. If you have a medical question, consult your
medical professional. Websites not belonging to this organization are provided for information only. Images may be
from ©iStock and/or ©Fotolia. ©2016 Bluespire Marketing |
bluespiremarketing.com. Recommend this subscription to
a friend or family member, or request to be removed from
this mailing. Email mrlauck@columbushosp.org.

4600 38th Street
Columbus, NE 68601
402-564-7118
www.columbushosp.org

CONNECT WITH US:

Housecall

™

FALL 2016

Columbus Community
Hospital/American Red Cross
BLOOD DRIVES
Did you know that one pint of blood can save three lives?
Mark your calendar for future American Red Cross blood drives
at the Hospital. Times are available from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
October 14, 2016
December 9, 2016
February 10, 2017
April 14, 2017

June 9, 2017
August 11, 2017
October 13, 2017
December 8, 2017

COME PREPARED TO GIVE:
Drink plenty of water before donating
Make sure you eat breakfast or lunch
Bring your blood donation card or a photo ID

For more information or to make an appointment to donate
blood, call 402-562-3365 or email Angie Ramaekers at
adramaeker@columbushosp.org.

CHECK US OUT AT WWW.COLUMBUSHOSP.ORG.
Search our Online Health Library
Manage your hospital bill online
Make a donation to the CCH Foundation
S
 end an ecard to a loved one or friend in the Hospital

